
REFLECTIVE WRITING EXAMPLES

Types of reflective writing assignments. Journal: requires you to write weekly entries throughout a semester. May
require you to base your reflection on course .

Being catchy is the key. This sort of writing can also help nurses deal with the stress of the emotions they must
handle from both doctors and patients, and help them understand their role in helping both. Study Your
Subject Depending on your topic, you may need to close your eyes and remember, read, watch, listen, or
imagine. My writing is so much more interesting than it used to be. So, thinking about Rhonda, I had decided I
needed to take my own trip to the beach. As the student nurse caring for Mr Khan under my mentor's
supervision, this also applies to my own practice as a student nurse. Teachers often assign these sorts of essays
to get students to think about what they are learning, and to delve deeper into an experience. Writing about
what you are learning can also help you share and interact with other students, as well as the instructor.
Medical students write about patients they see. The salt smell of the spray felt fresh and clean. We cannot
learn these things from those electronic gadgets that keep us busy. I took pictures of the sand, the gulls, the
waves, then embarrassed, I took a selfie of myself against the ocean waves. How did this place shape my life?
A thesis statement refers to the sentence that carries the topic being discussed in the whole essay. Moreover,
we'd had a lot of good conversation, which was probably the most important part of my visit. Later, I spoke to
my mentor about the incident. Look up sense-describing words for help. Thus, it is important to keep your
composition concise. You may also utilize a highly moving quotation or a dialogue that would also be
appropriate for your reader. Also, by reading multiple novels by the same author I have learned to identify
different writing styles and make connections that weave texts together; this helped me develop a deeper
understanding of the novels. How was this emotionally important? What skills did I learn? I regret that I did
not act to challenge the doctor's practice before she examined Mr Khan. Because of the gradual change and
development of the things around us, we find it difficult to pause and reflect on the things that happen to our
lives. Addresses the assignment question 2. Spend a few minutes vividly thinking or re-experiencing your
subject. Furthermore, learning how to find peer reviewed journal articles and order books through interlibrary
loan has significantly widened the scope of my research, which has lead to more scholarly papers with
credible references. Your introductory paragraph should also included a thesis statement that will serve as the
focal point of your paper. My thoughts are now able to be more complex because I have learned how to
sustain a logical argument in an organized manner. Contact us here: learningcentre unsw. This guide may be
distributed or adapted for educational purposes. Or how did this fulfill my expectations? In the third body
paragraph, write about the third reason your subject made the impression on you that it did. You may also see
academic essay examples. Using this number of sentences, you must already express a complete and clear
thought of an essay that is worth reading. This week, I had come to take care of her during her cataract
surgery.


